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Abstract

Integration and coordination of distributed processes remains a central challenge of construction information technology research.
Extant technologies, while capable, are not yet scalable enough to enable rapid customization and instantiation for specific projects. Spe-
cifically, the heterogeneity of existing legacy sources together with firms’ range of approaches to process management makes deployment
of integrated information technologies impractical. This paper reports on an architecture for distributed process integration named pro-
cess connectors that addresses heterogeneity in a scalable manner. The process connectors architecture incorporates two key approaches
that address heterogeneity over varying time scales. The SEEK: Scalable Extraction of Enterprise Knowledge toolkit is reviewed as a
mechanism to discover semantically heterogeneous source data. The SEEK approach complements existing data integration methods
for persistent sharing of information. To make use of shared data on a per project basis, a schedule mapping approach is presented that
integrates firms’ diverse individual schedules in a unified representation. The schedule mapping approach allows integration of process
views that have different levels of detail, while allowing participants to maintain their own view of the process. Collectively, SEEK and
the schedule mapping approach facilitate a broad range of analyses to support coordination of distributed schedules. While this paper
focuses primarily on schedule process integration, the process connectors architecture is viewed as providing a broad solution to discov-
ery and integration of firms’ process data.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper reports on on-going research by the authors
to create new mechanisms for distributed process integra-
tion in the construction and project management domain.
The construction industry poses significant challenges for
integration given a large number of firms of varying sophis-
tication and a corresponding variety of data formats
including a range of proprietary legacy sources. Technical

integration challenges are made more difficult given the
business climate that includes short-term associations and
differing business practices (especially practices that involve
firms operating on different levels of detail, making integra-
tion and constraint propagation exceptionally challenging).
These collective integration challenges exceed the ability of
extant systems to create scalable, rapidly deployable infor-
mation systems that address coordination needs. Our paper
reports on a broad architecture for distributed process inte-
gration with specific emphasis on (1) rapid discovery of leg-
acy data and (2) mapping and management of discovered
data to support process coordination.

Discovery of firms’ data remains a significant chal-
lenge to integration. Despite the advent of modern data
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standards, firms have a broad choice of how to implement
these standards (particularly for process information). Fur-
ther, many firms use a variety of applications for process
management, and many of these are homegrown or dated
applications. To semi-automatically discover legacy data
whatever the source, we review the SEEK (scalable extrac-
tion of enterprise knowledge) toolkit. SEEK provides a
generalized, structured approach using data reverse engi-
neering and wrapper development technologies to over-
come the challenges of integrating information resident in
heterogeneous legacy sources. SEEK exploits meta-data
(schema, application code, triggers, and persistent stored
modules) to develop a semantically enhanced database
schema for the data source. The data source owner is pre-
sented with a graphical user interface (GUI) displaying the
correspondence matches and allowing the owner to
approve or change the matches. This allows rapid genera-
tion of a wrapper that translates the legacy source data
to a common schema.

Building from the wrapper generated by SEEK (or
related toolkits), discovered data must be made available
for process coordination. We present a mapping approach
for process coordination building on integration of sched-
ules. Schedules provide a skeleton for including additional
resource information and related constraints, enabling rich
process description and coordination support. Our particu-
lar contribution is a tree based schedule mapping approach
to integrate schedules of varying levels of detail that have
m:n matches among sets of activities (i.e., corresponding
schedules that do not fall neatly into a simple hierarchical
arrangement). A tree based approach provides flexibility to
add a variety of constraint information at each leaf node
based on data availability at the firm, as well as reason at
different levels of decomposition in the tree. The schedule
mapping approach, by accommodating different views of
schedules, also allows firms to maintain their own view of
the schedule rather than have a view that is imposed by
others.

Implementation of these approaches is within the mod-
ular and scalable process connector architecture. Process
connector components include a stub at each firm (incor-
porating a SEEK generated wrapper to legacy sources) as
well as a bridge component between stubs to enable process
coordination. The stub component serves as an informa-
tion gateway to a firm’s legacy information and handles
information gathering, consolidation, and transfer back
to the firm. The bridge component connects stubs. It can
make recommendations for process coordination among
firms using simple algorithms or provide collective infor-
mation to more complex decision support applications.
Recommendations are received by the participating firms
through their respective stubs and can be approved or
rejected (thereby invoking a new coordination process at
the bridge). Process connectors thus support distributed
process coordination across firms.

This paper first reviews the challenges of distributed
process integration from both a semantic and a process

integration perspective, reviewing the current state of the
art and defining challenges in Section 2. Section 3 presents
an overview of the process connectors architecture in
response to the challenges detailed in Section 2. Section 4
of the paper reviews the SEEK architecture and approach
to extracting semantically heterogeneous data from diverse
legacy sources. While SEEK provides an approach to dis-
covery heterogeneous data, Section 5 of the paper presents
a schedule mapping approach to integrating heterogeneous
schedules. Section 6 brings together the SEEK and sche-
dule mapping approach within the process connectors
architecture, presenting a broad and scalable approach to
process integration.

2. Distributed process integration: review and challenges

2.1. Examples

Distributed process integration is a widespread chal-
lenge, with associated acknowledgement of the potential
value of such integration. Despite many on-going efforts,
the challenges are deep and many problems posed by con-
struction projects remain unsolved or even unaddressed. As
noted by Turk, Construction Informatics is an evolving
field [1]. Within his ontology, our work involves several
core themes including managing information, communica-
tion, and processing. Before reviewing the literature, we
illustrate the challenges in two motivating examples. The
first describes the challenges associated with differing repre-
sentations of schedules (i.e., the issue of firms maintaining
a distinct local view of a given process apart from that of
other firms). This first example also illustrates some of
the semantic integration challenges that exacerbate chal-
lenges in information integration. The second example fur-
ther describes the challenges of data integration with
respect to schema nomenclature.

Our first example is a mapping between the schedule of a
construction manager (Centex) and a subcontractor
(Miller) and is depicted in Fig. 1 (further details of the
example are found in [2]). This figure shows a set of activ-
ities for both Centex and Miller that represent the same
physical activities on a project. Corresponding activities
are mapped between the two schedules. Note that these
mappings exist on several levels (e.g. 1st floor to 1st floor
and activity to activity). Most important, note that the
mappings between individual activities do not have a 1:1
or even 1:n mapping in many cases (i.e.., mappings 3, 6,
9 and 11 in Fig. 1). A 1:1 one mapping (such as mapping
2) makes it easy to coordinate these two schedules as the
set of information for each activity is largely the same
(i.e., start–finish dates, duration, etc.). Similarly, a 1:n map-
ping could be considered a hierarchical mapping where the
construction manager’s or general contractor’s schedule
summarizes a more detailed breakdown by the subcontrac-
tor. Such a hierarchical level makes it easier to integrate
differing views of the schedule. For example, the LEWIS
system specifies four different levels of detail within a sche-
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